A novel tissue tracking algorithm with blood tracking assist is proposed in this paper, and a experiment platform which including the stepper motor, colloidal silica cylinder is designed to evaluate our algorithm, all the data are collected by medial ultrasonic workstation Siemens ACUSON S2000, compare with the measuring results with theoretical, Siemens' and traditional blocking matching (TBM) algorithm, the new scheme can get good results than the TBM and very close to the results obtained by Siemens.
Introduction
Ultrasonic inspection is a noninvasive detection technology and is widely used in clinical inspection such as heart, kidney, liver, blood vessel, etc., different from the static organ such as liver and kidney, how to track the tissue motion in dynamical organ such as heart is very essential, for example, cardiac pathologies such as coronary heart disease result in local myocardial dysfunction, investigation of local wall motion and deformation has gained considerable attention over the past decade.
In the ultrasound community, to track the tissue motion, block matching techniques or speckle tracking methods, is a key technology and have been successfully used to analyze B-mode data [1] - [3] . But because the tissue is not rigid or elastic, the traditional block matching techniques face challenge, those problems usually is parameterized using smooth basis functions, often B-splines in image processing [4] - [5] . Some blocking tracking methods are successful used in real clinical commercially setting [5] - [9] .
Because traditional block tracking is good for rigid object and the modified block tracking is modified using smooth basis functions to trace the non-rigid object, in this paper, we study the non-rigid tissue tracking by another new way, that is, using traditional block tracking and blood fluid tracing, the traditional block tracking has less complexity than the block tracking is modified using smooth basis functions, and blood motion is relevant to the actual tissue motion, this is the research motivation in this paper.
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Block Tracking Based Tissue Tracking Algorithm
Let select a block area (or ROI, Region of Internets) in the structure image (it is a kind of gray image) with the coordinates restrain as (x1, y1, x2, y2), where (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) are the coordinates of the left top and right bottom points of the selected block, the center points of the block is If a block in the frame image (I i ) is selected, then the moved block position in the next frame (I i+1 ) will be searched in a image range, let W and H are the width and height of the block, in this paper, the search range is set as
For a ROI block, its gravity center coordinates can be calculated as
x y is the coordinates of point p in ROI, ∅ is the points set in ROI.
Now the gravity values of all blocks in frame (I i+1 ) are traversed, we will get the absolute difference value which can be computed as, Usually blood velocity in formation are shown by different colors, a example of color bar is shown as Fig.1 , the RGB colors (VR, VG, VB) of each line in color bar is different, the middle of colorbar is black which means the velocity is 0, from the middle to the upside means velocity increases and the velocity direction is close to the ultrasonic sensor, while from the middle to the downside means velocity increases and the velocitydirection is away from the ultrasonic sensor,we create a database including the map between the RGB and velocity of all points, all points in vertical direction in colorbar will be traversed, our mapping method is, Gray= Min( VR, VG, VB) FR= VR-Gray FG= VG-Gray FB= VB-Gray
Where Gray value is the structure information of a point, and (FR, FG, FB) can reflect the blood velocity information, from colorbar, we can create a map between GRB andvelocity, on the otherhand, the blood velocity of any point can be obtained by searching a certain RGB value in the map database.
Once the blood velocity of each point obtained as described before, we will use block match method as subsection A described to track the blood block, where the gray value of each point in block tracking will be replaced by the blood velocity.
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Form a ROI in frame Ii, we get the blocks which with first M minimum gray matching results in ε ୧ (݅ ∈ ∅) in frame I i+1 . From the similar way, we also can get the M minimum blood velocity matching results in ߱ (݅ ∈ ∅) in frame I i+1 .
We construct another hybrid parameter to considering both as,
where mean (݂) returns the mean value of vector f, we select the block indexed with k which follow ߴ = ݉݅݊ (ߴ ) (݅ ∈ ∅) as the final matched result.
Experiments and Results
Experiment Platform
We designed a ultrasonic platform as Fig.2 shows, a frequency generator send different electronic pulse to drive the stepping motor, the motor connected with a silica gel stick which in a water box, and the ultrasonic workstation Siemens ACUSON S2000 is used to scan the stick and get ultrasonic image. The mathematical relation of the tangential velocity of stick circle edge is as follows. For stepping motor: 360n = 108αf, where α is the stepping angle and f is the driven frequency, so the rotating speed is n = 0.3αf(turns/Minute), the angle speed of the stick is ‫ݏܣ‬ = 1.8ߙ݂/(2ߨ) (radian/second). The tangential velocity of stick circle edge is
Experiment Results and Analysis
Based on the designed experiment platform mentioned before, the experiment parameters of the motor and frequency generators are set as Tab.1. we obtain numbers of virtual (because it is not real heart) cardiac ultrasonic data, Fig.3 shows a example, where Fig.3(a) is one frame of hybrid image including tissue structure and blood function information, and Fig.3(b) is the pure structure image. Normally, tissue tracking only based on structure image because all the tissue structure information are stored in gray pixels in the image while the RGB colors in function image only means the blood movement information. Fig .4 gives the analyse results of our experiments, in Fig.4 (a), we can see the Siemens workstation can get relatively best results but still sometimes bias the theory value, and the difference of traditional block match tracking function is obevious, while TTBTA is better than block tracking algorith. Their absolute errors are shown as Fig.4(b) , we can see the average absolute errors of Siemens workstation and TTBTA are rqqelatively good and very close, the Siemens workstation's absolute error is about 6.87%, and the absolute error of block matching decrease from 12.72% to 7.28% when using blood tracking assistant proposed in this paper. 
Summary
In this paper, a novel block tracking algorithm with blood tracking assistant is proposed to track tissue movement in ultrasound medical image, the experiment platform are designed and the according experiment results show that the proposed TTBTS is helpful in tissue tracking, but Siemens workstation's results is better than TTBTA, the reason is that TTBTA is a improved block matching algorithm and not a good choice for non-rigid object tracking, but TTBTA has less complexity and easy to be ulitzed.
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